Technical Note TN-02 FIB Sharpening

Standard FIB sharpening procedure for APT
This technical note on FIB specimen sharpening focuses on completing the procedure
®
required to obtain suitable specimens for atom probe analysis. As a prerequisite,

materials should already be mounted on flat-top microtip posts (Fig. 1). The steps for
mounting materials are described in TN-01 (Document Number 30443).
®
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PROCESS OVERVIEW
The main goal is to prepare a tip that is sharp enough to field emit during APT analysis. The
region of interest (ROI) should be near the end of the tip (less than 100nm deep) and undamaged
by Ga ions. Although specific magnifications, beam currents, and milling times are used in this
technical note, a wide variety of operations can produce specimens that are of high quality.

APPARATUS and SETUP
This procedure requires the use of a Dual Beam FIB. These instructions were developed using
a FEI Nova 600 system, but can be adapted to any other FIB with the appropriate resolution
and stage geometry. As mentioned in TN-01, it is strongly suggested to use clips PN 23739
available from CAMECA Instruments, Inc. for holding the microtip coupon. Avoid using too
much Pt for side tacking (Fig. 2) and/or mounting off-center (Fig. 3) in order to reduce the
processing time in both deposition and sharpening.

Fig. 1: Mount properly set for the
FIB sharpening process.

Fig. 2: Excessive Pt side tacking.

Fig. 3: Off-centered positioning on
microtip post.
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STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE
Notes on annular milling pattern files, stream files, and bitmaps
Depending on the FIB system used, sharpening can be
completed using annular milling patterns defined either
by stream files or bitmaps. Due to the differences in file
formats, it is important to note the correlation between
inner/outer diameters and magnification (Table 1). This
table will be particularly useful when approaching the
critical final sharpening steps.
As a general rule, annular milling patterns should follow
a motion from outside to inside with respect to the tip in
order to limit any undesired redeposition. Figure 4 shows
the two patterns used in this sharpening procedure to
obtain a final tip diameter of 50 to 200nm.

Fig. 4: Annular milling patterns (1 & 2) defining inner and outer
diameters.
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Table 1: Patterns for inner and outer diameter dimensions with
respect to magnification level.

down
This milling step is used to remove the bulk of the material
and to push it down far enough to prevent parasitic spikes
from forming on the shank of the microtip. Parasitic spikes
should be at least 10μm away from the region of interest
in the tip to avoid interfering with the desired area of
evaporation.
Prerequisite: Comp-eucentric, stage tilt 52°, Si selected,
30kV Ga beam.
Milling parameters:
A—Annular milling pattern #1
B—Magnification: 15kX to 25kX
C—Beam current: 0.28nA
Expected milling time: 2 to 6 minutes

Fig. 5: Cylindrical push down at 25kX. Specimen sides are
parallel.
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Second milling pass: Initial tip shaping

This milling step marks the beginning of the tip shaping.
Milling parameters:
A—Annular milling pattern #2
B—Magnification: 15kX to 25kX
C—Beam current: 0.28nA
Expected milling time: 1 to 4 minutes
In this example, the alternating bright and dark layers close
to the apex of the tip constitute the region of interest.

Fig.6:

Initial tip shaping at 25kX.

Notes on the importance of specimen tip half shank angle
A typical specimen for APT has a hemispherical cap on a truncated cone with a half shank angle value between 6 and 10 degrees,
as illustrated in Fig. 7.
This small angle, also referred to as a taper angle,
may help dissipate heat accumulated upon laser
impact on the material.

Half Shank Angle

Too long of a second milling pass will result in a tip
shape exhibiting a half shank angle close to 0, i.e.,
a specimen with almost parallel sides (see Fig. 8).
This configuration is not desirable as it prevents
achieving optimal mass resolving power in APT.

Specimen tip
Fig. 7: Schematic of specimen tip
and associated half shank
angle.

Fig. 8: Schematic of specimen
tip with parallel sides
(null angle).
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Third milling pass: Final tip shaping

This milling step is used to define the final tip shape as well
as the final tip radius.
Precise centering at the apex of the tip is required to
produce a uniform shape.
Milling parameters:
A—Annular milling pattern #2
B—Magnification: 50kX to 70kX
C—Beam current: 28pA
Expected milling time: 30 seconds to 3 minutes

Note: Ultra High Resolution is suitable at this step but
should be done quickly as the image will shift substantially
from the field of view.

4

Low kV Clean-up

Fig. 9: Final tip shaping was made at 70kX and imaged at
120kX.

This step not only cleans up the Ga damage caused by the
30kV milling steps, but also slightly refines the tip shape.
Milling parameters:
A—Set the acceleration voltage to 5kV
B—Set the beam current to 47pA
C—Acquire an ion beam image to set the circular pattern
perfectly over the desired area to be cleaned (Fig. 10)
Expected milling time: 3 to 15 seconds.
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Fig. 10:

Final tip shaping was made at 70kX and imaged at
120kX.
a) Cross-section view (Ultra High Resolution imaging)
b) Top view (ion beam)
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Notes on capping materials and final
imaging steps
The duration of the low-kV step strongly depends on the capping
material used as well as the location of the region of interest.
If the capping material runs well during APT analysis (i.e., exhibits
good adhesion, maintains suitable electrical and thermal
properties, and has an evaporation field close to the material
in the tip) it is recommended to leave some cap on the top of
the tip. Additionally, if the region of interest is directly below the
cap, then a few nanometers of the cap material could be used
to fine-tune the LEAP analytical parameters. Use the low-kV
step to completely remove capping materials, such as Pt, that
produce tip fractures during LEAP analysis. Technical note TN-03
(Document Number 30445) may guide FIB users on the most
adequate choice for capping materials.

a

Upon completion of the low-kV clean-up, it is advised to image
the final tip at high, medium and low magnifications for storage
positioning as well as reconstruction purposes (average shank
angle and tip-profile methods).

b

c
Fig. 11:

High (a), medium (b), and low
(c) magnification of a finished tip.
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